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Mitigating Potential Bias
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Investor and Clinician

Investment in EMR improvements has been low 
for most clinicians and primary care 
organizations in Ontario.

Is it time to take another look at the opportunity 
to invest?
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An Investment Opportunity?

MOHLTC Care Coordination Tool (CCT)Project

Through improved coordination and information 
sharing, complex patients will receive faster 
care, experience shorter wait times for services 
and be supported by a team of health care 
providers at all levels of the health care system. 
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Is this a Sustainable Investment?

Care 
Coordinators
(Multiple 
authors)

Community 
Care Team 
Members
(CCP viewers)

CCT Authoring CCT Viewing (IAR)

John’s CCP
Created on Sep 15/15

John’s CCP
Updated on Sep 28/15

John’s CCP
Published on Sep 20/15

John’s CCP
Published on Oct 02/15

John’s CCP
Updated on Oct 02/15

John’s CCP
Published on Sep 20/15

John’s CCP
Published on Oct 02/15
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Reality Checks

A promise made, a promise kept?

My EMR is now essential to my practice but I 
seem to be spending proportionately more of 
my time using it alone than with face to face 
patient interviews. 

Complex patients need a lot of face time. Is your 
solution going add or subtract from that time?  
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Are we prepared to take a lead in the 
investment and expectations process?

COSTS

BENEFITS
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Investing in 
EMR Maturity and Complex Patient Management

Past State

Printing 
Referrals

Simple 
reminders

Current 
State

Reminders 
based on 
algorithms

Some 
viewable 
shared 
information 
systems

Transition 
State

Custom Care 
Plans in 
structured 
data

CPP 
exported to 
provincial 
repositories

Future State 

EMR and EHR 
have meaningful 
data  
interoperability 
EMRs are 
efficient, effective 
and safe in 
collecting, using 
and disclosing  
complex patient 
data
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Perceived Benefits
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Actual First Test
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On Our Way…
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The First Step

• How can we help manage complex patients 
efficiently?

• Participation in a Pilot with Orion to author 
and view Patient Care Plans

• Creation of EMR tools

1) Toolbar, flowsheets, custom forms, searches

2) CCT Submission Service
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Primary Objectives
• Allow clinicians to use current EMR to create care plans

– Less training on tool

– Lower fear of change

– Allow multiple users to draft CCP prior to submission – care as a 
‘system’ not ‘individual’

– Increase adoption rate

• Offer visibility to primary care physicians without them 
having to navigate outside of the EMR

• Create a visual indication of HealthLinks status from within 
EMR 
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Care Plan Toolbar
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Secondary Objectives

• Demonstrate a willingness to be innovative 
by enabling technology to facilitate process

• Demonstrate a commitment to system 
integration

• Take ownership of assessment data

– Each element of the assessment is stored as an 
entry into a secure database with potential 
future applications
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HL Guide 
facilitates the 

entry of care plan 
data

PCP reviews 
completed care 

plan 

HL Guide obtains 
consent and 

inserts completed 
care plan into 

chart. Messages 
HL Admin

HL admin extracts 
care plan data, 
submits to IAR 

and messages HL 
Guide to confirm 

Care Plan Creation

HL admin acts as 
intake – adds HLM 

to cohorts in 
designated PSS
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CCT Submission Service

1. EMR Tools 
developed (toolbar, 
custom forms, 
searches)

2. Forms are 
exported from the 
EMR to a text file 
and stored securely

3. Web application 
imports text file 
and converts to 
XML

4. XML is sent to 
Webservice. The 
Care plan is now 
available in the 
Viewer.
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CCT Submission Service
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Privacy & Security

• Consent directive is documented as a custom form 
before being able to be exported from the EMR

• In alignment with CCIM’s Common Privacy Framework

• Web Application is secured with usernames, passwords 
and security groups for those users

• Exports from EMR are stored on a secure folder on a 
secure server located internally at the FHT. The web 
application can only access that specific folder when 
importing.

• Full history and logs for auditing purposes
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Other Aspects

• Data Accuracy from EMR

– HL Guide facilitation

– Physician approval

• Quality Assurance Process

– Technical process through Orion 
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The Next Steps

• CPET (Care Plan Entry Tool)

• Business Intelligence tools for physicians to be 
able to effectively manage complex patients

– Possible future Telus dashboard?

– Integration with PSS to submit directly to a 
service?
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The views expressed in this publication are the views of OntarioMD and do not necessarily reflect those of the Province.

Thank you!
Any Questions?

kirk.miller@guelphfht.com
justin.wolting@guelphfht.com
kathleen.wall@guelphfht.com
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